
Week 8
Shinewater Primary School

“Together We Shine!”

Shinewater Champions

Thursday 10th March 2022...the day Shinewater became champions. A day of fitness 

and fun with Two-time Kickboxing champion Jessica Fleischer! Years reception all the 

way up to year 6 took part in brilliant fitness sessions led by Jessica; even trying some 

completely new exercises that they've never done before! Jessica then led assemblies 

for both KS1 and KS2 about her journey to becoming a kickboxing champion and even 

brought her championship belts to show everyone! We cannot thank Jessica enough for 

coming in and inspiring everyone and her message from the whole day was loud and 

clear...DREAM BIG AND NEVER GIVE UP
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Easter Bonnet Parade in EYFS

Digital Leaders at The Bett Show

To celebrate Easter, the Reception children invited their 

grownups into school to help them make an Easter 

bonnet. The children looked at a range of hats and then 

designed their own. There were a range of resources 

to use including chicks, eggs, feather and sequins. We 

think the parents had as much fun as the children!

Some of the digital leaders and children from years 

5 and 6 went to the ExCel in London for the Bett 

show on Friday. They loved all of the interactive, 

hands on technology and the freebies! They have 

seen lots of technology that they would love for us 

to have. They were amazing ambassadors for our 

school and had a brilliant time.

Happy Easter to all our Christian 

families. Peace on Earth is I am 

sure a prayer for all.
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Competitions in the Community

On Friday the 11th March four of our students made a trip to the 

Town Hall for the annual 'Wild Coast Sussex in-Bloom' 

competition! The children were tasked to design three floral 

carpet bed designs, which drew upon the work of brave 

explorers.

The children had to present their ideas to four judges (one being 

the Mayor!) They were being judged on overall design, 

appropriate choice and use of flowers, cross curricular links, and 

business links. The winning design will be planted in a circular 

bed in Holywell, along the seafront.

Another amazing achievement for 2 

of our students last week...

Our local Morrisons launched 

competition PLANET ART, which 

tasked children to show their hopes 

and dreams for a better world 

through exploratory art in the form 

of an A4 picture.

The winners, who are chosen by 

the Mayor of Eastbourne, will have 

their pictures printed on a suitable 

community bin near the winners 

home, and outside the Town Hall in 

Eastbourne town centre.

Out of the 100's of competition 

entries, TWO of our very own year 

6 Shinewater students have gone 

and won the competition!!! What a 

great achievement, we are so very 

proud of our talented pupils!!

There were 18 designs in total, and Shinewater came a very 

respectable 3rd place!!

Not only did we place 3rd, but one of our children's designs 

was the highest marked design across ALL the judges!

They did an absolutely phenomenal job presenting to the 

judges. They spoke clearly, made clear references to their 

cross- curricular work, and justified their choice of flowers. 

They also did a wonderful job of supporting each other- they 

made a brilliant team.
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An author visits Shinewater!

Last week Shinewater Book Club was very excited to host an author event! Each year, 

Shinewater Book Club takes part in the East Sussex Children’s Book Award; children 

read six recently published books and then vote for their favourite. Tamzin Merchant, the 

author of ‘The Hatmakers’, visited the School to talk to the children about her book, tell 

everyone about the life of an author and to sign books. All of Year 5 and Year 6 children 

were invited and so were book clubs from five other local schools.
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STEM Week @Shinewater!

The week beginning 14th March was STEM 

Week at Shinewater! The children all know 

that STEM stands for Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Maths and they worked on 

activities encompassing all of these areas of 

learning throughout the week. We had paper 

plane competitions, with the older children 

supporting the younger ones with measuring 

flight distance and flight time; we made hot air 

balloons and found out the science behind 

how heat affects the density of air enabling the 

balloons to rise. We engineered one-wheeled 

vehicles to carry a heavy load, designed and 

tested boats to hold weight and to travel at 

speed, and further-developed our technology 

skills with Mrs. Boddy by using technology to 

control different devices.
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STEM Week @Shinewater!

The children had a great week 

immersing themselves in 

STEM activities. Pupils made 

links between learning in 

different areas and saw real-

life applications for many of 

the skills and concepts that 

they learn in their regular 

lessons. There was a really 

exciting buzz of learning 

around the whole school all 

week!
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A Fond Farewell from Mr. Hubbard

Dear Parents & Carers

I have been diagnosed with a Spinal Cavernoma and have therefore decided to take 

retirement. It has been a privilege working with both you and your children. I will miss 

the hustle and bustle of the school and the fantastic staff but not the early mornings!! I 

would like to wish you and your family my very best wishes.

We wish Mr. Hubbard a happy retirement and wish him well. He will be missed.

Bedrock Champions

Congratulations to our Bedrock ‘Word

Champions’ for February: Louis in 6KJ,

who scored the most points in the school

and Adam in 6KJ, who made the most

progress!

We are very impressed with their

immense vocabularies!
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Science Scholars Day

On Friday 18th March, Shinewater hosted Year 6 pupils 

from Langney and Parkland along with some of our own 

pupils for the second of our three Science Scholars days. 

The children made and tested glue, experimented with 

Murphy's Law by dropping toast, designed, tested and 

refined homemade discuses and calculated wind speed 

using bubbles! It was a busy and exciting day full of 

scientific discovery. As always, it was a pleasure to host 

the other schools and to see the children mixing with 

each other. Our final day is planned for Term 6 and looks 

set to be really rather spectacular!
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Make Lunch for Families in Receipt of  Free School Meal… 


